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. 1. Abstract or summary should not be attached. The author's address
together with his (or her) affiliation is to be written on the last page after
the references. ,
2. In.the margin of the first page of the manuscript, write a proposed
running head.
3. The references should be quoted by numbers, not by the abbreviations of
the names or titles. In the Reference the entries should be written as in
the next examples:
[1]
[2]

H.F. Baker: On finite-groups, Canad. J. Math. 25 (1973), 35-48.
C.M. Davis: Group Theory, Springer, Berlin-Heidelberg-New
York, 1965.

4. Theorem, Proposition, Lemma, Corollary should be written as Theorem,
Proposition, Lemma, Corollary in the bold face, while Definition,
Notation, Remark, Example, Acknowledgement should be written in
romans as DEFINITION, NOTATION, REMARK,, EXAMPLE, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT with small capitals from the second letter on Proof is written in
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5. Figures should be drawn in black ink and prepared in separate sheets
with adequate numbering.
The authors will be required to make the marking of special letters such as
boldface, script, German, Greek letters, etc. following the instruction to be mailed
after their articles are accepted for publication by the editorial board.
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